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Quaternary prevention (P4), born from a reflection on the doctor-patient relationship, began 
as an answer of family doctors facing overmedicalization. It aims to protect the patient or 
population against the danger of medicine. Harmful effects can appear with preventive 
activities (example: prostate cancer screening by PSA) as well as by therapeutic interventions 
(example: disruptive medicine).  P4 promoted by the World Organization of Family Doctors 
(WONCA) is practiced in different ways around the world through the activity of the 
WONCA Special Interest Group on Quaternary Prevention and Overmedicalisation (P4&O).  
There are multiple initiatives and backgrounds of P4. All these multiple initiatives that lead to 
P4 have their origin in denouncing the inadequacies of the Hegemonic Medical Model and the 
excesses perpetrated in the pursuit of profit. There are many schools of thought that try to 
solve this situation, such as "Medicines Based on ..." These contributions are valuable but 
usually point to a single dimension of the problem so they do not change the situation too 
much. The P4, however, have understood the centrality of the political and economic 
dimensions and, that is why, P4 has become a movement. 
P4 has understood that the root causes far exceed the limits of medicine, have understood that 
the problem includes ethical, political, economic and epistemological aspects of medicine. It 
is for this reason that the definition of P4 has shifted to the function of foundational idea since 
the movement that has been generated around this concept has surpassed this initial definition 
centered in a, yet complex, but still medical vision. P4 has understood that a new model of 
medicine and a new pact with society is necessary. 
P4 is a counter-hegemonic movement with predominant development in peripheral countries. 
This movement includes many other perspectives developed in the central countries but is the 
only one that has an ideological position that discusses the current paradigm of medicine that 
legitimates the same causes that give rise to P4, proposing to think a new way of practice the 
medicine that includes Ethical values, other forms of knowledge and the return to human 
medicine for humans with place for uncertainty, compassion, the encounter between people 
and non-commodified. 
Justice in health care is a central aspect of this new way of conceiving the medicine that we 
propose. Remember what Rudolf Virchow said in the nineteenth century "Physicians are the 
natural advocates of the poor and social problems fall largely under their jurisdiction. 
Medicine is a social science, and politics is nothing more than medicine in large scale". We 
must reformulate our contract with society and for this we must be very clear that our loyalty 
must always be with the sick, the poor and those who are weak. For this new contract we must 
also take into account the magnitude of the power that has been given to us and to live up to 
such responsibility. 
In the Rio manifesto (2016) we propose to “Avoid and denounce the naturalization of: 
hunger, exclusion, manipulation, inequality, violence, racism, exploitation, which harm health 
more than "diseases"” . There is a better and fairer world, let's fight to get it! 
More about P4 on www.ph3c.org/p4  
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